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This paper summarizes a research program that focuses on how catalogers,
other cultural heritage information workers, web/Semantic Web technologists, and
the general public understand, explain, and manage resource description tasks
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beyond it. A significant effort is made to update the nineteenth-century
mathematical and scientific ideas present in traditional cataloging theory to
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twentieth- and twenty-first-century counterparts. There are two key elements in
this approach: (1) a technique for diagrammatically depicting and manipulating
large quantities of individual and grouped bibliographic entities and the Search Scope
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In Cataloging Theory in Search of Graph Theory and Other Ivory Towers (Dec. 2011) Ronald Murray and Barbara Tillett wrote

about enhancing cataloging theory. Murray and Tillett conclude that cataloging theory formation and practice can now be
understood as a much more comprehensive, multilayered activity containing two distinct viewpoints : the cosmological view of the
bibliographic universe – managing large scale resource descriptions , and the quantum level view – character sets, identifiers, RDF
triples, etc. At ALA Midwinter Diane Hillman also described cataloging practice as a more compreh We will be enhancing
cataloging theory with concepts from communications theory, history of science, graph theory, computer science, and from the
hybrid field of anthropology and mathematics called ethnomathematics. Employing this strategy benefits two groups: * Workers in
the cultural heritage realm, who will acquire a broadened perspective on their resource description activities, who will be better
prepared to handle new forms of creative expressions as they appear, and who will be able to shape the development of
information systems that support more sophisticated types of resource descrip

